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my maliceless memoirs is a collection and compilation of my scattered reflections on personal life and experiences it
covers the events and incidents of my life till 1972 the year in which i discarded the life of a postulant this book
contains my personal thoughts and views on vocation pastoral life seminary formation sacramental life socio religious
indoctrination academic orientation and so on the book highlights the malabar migration scenario in the fifties and
sixties it depicts the miseries and financial problems faced by the migrant population and the saga of their struggle
for survival thus the book is the record of my intimate experiences and exposures they are expressed with credibility
and sincerity without any exaggeration and covers my views rather than news of my personal life the second part of
the book will come out in near future under the title the saga of my sojourn it will be the comprehensive exposition
of my life and activities from 1973 if will obviously cover my family life professional life socio religious life and
so on for about four decades this story made colourful by sibling affection is written for children this is the story
of two orphaned children baby and his younger sister lilly who led suffocating lives under their loveless aunt s
ruthless treatment of them cruel destiny separates the siblings they part ways leaving their home nevertheless they
get an abundance of love and care wherever they go they meet again baby s long cherished dream of busying an umbrella
for his little sister fructifies an umbrella and a little sister is the story of these incredible siblings a
collection of stories based on the cultural and social background of our society ���������� �������������������������
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MY MALICELESS MEMOIRS 2020-01-10 my maliceless memoirs is a collection and compilation of my scattered reflections on
personal life and experiences it covers the events and incidents of my life till 1972 the year in which i discarded
the life of a postulant this book contains my personal thoughts and views on vocation pastoral life seminary
formation sacramental life socio religious indoctrination academic orientation and so on the book highlights the
malabar migration scenario in the fifties and sixties it depicts the miseries and financial problems faced by the
migrant population and the saga of their struggle for survival thus the book is the record of my intimate experiences
and exposures they are expressed with credibility and sincerity without any exaggeration and covers my views rather
than news of my personal life the second part of the book will come out in near future under the title the saga of my
sojourn it will be the comprehensive exposition of my life and activities from 1973 if will obviously cover my family
life professional life socio religious life and so on for about four decades
An Umbrella And A Little Sister 2022-04-29 this story made colourful by sibling affection is written for children
this is the story of two orphaned children baby and his younger sister lilly who led suffocating lives under their
loveless aunt s ruthless treatment of them cruel destiny separates the siblings they part ways leaving their home
nevertheless they get an abundance of love and care wherever they go they meet again baby s long cherished dream of
busying an umbrella for his little sister fructifies an umbrella and a little sister is the story of these incredible
siblings
A Collection of Fictional Stories 2023-07-22 a collection of stories based on the cultural and social background of
our society
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